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Overview The Lands Between.  The Lands Between is a mysterious land in which the Elden Ring appears, maintaining long-standing peace and harmony. Yet, while the Elden Ring protects the people, a certain evil force perverts and
corrupts the Elden Ring in the Lands Between. In the midst of this dangerous time, a mysterious Hero can be found. Do you have the strength to challenge the evil forces of the Lands Between?  Features of Tarnished ■ A Unique

Mythological Drama in which the Views of the Players Intersect The Lands Between.  A multilayered story in which the various thoughts of the characters intersect. ■ An Epic Drama born out of a Myth A story that touches on the very heart
of ancient legends told in fragments. A world that existed before man came to be. A world that existed long before even the Elden Ring. ■First, the presentation of the Lands Between The map of the Lands Between. You, the Hero, and the
Mythical Beast of the Lands Between. ■The Map of the Lands Between (Online Play) A large map in which the view of the players is seamlessly connected. A map full of mazes and countless secrets. A map that will always stay a mystery
to be unearthed. ■The Map of the Lands Between (Offline Play) A large map in which the views of the players are not connected. A map full of mazes and countless secrets. A map that will always stay a mystery to be unearthed. ■A New
Internet Environment A persistent online environment with a linear story. A work of art full of rich details, created for the first time in an RPG. A world that creates the ultimate sense of presence. ■Social Scenes In every scene, there are
plentiful and interesting conversations. ■In the Beginning... The path into Tarnished. Character Creation. Gear Creation. Weapon Creation. Armor Creation. Play Style Selection. ■Subsidiary Scenarios A Mythical Drama that Is Born from a
Myth The beginning of a Mythical Drama that touches on the very heart of ancient legends told in fragments. ■Gameplay Creatures that have been influenced by the power of the Elden Ring will assail the player at any time. 1. Explore

while

Elden Ring Features Key:
Customizable Appearance and Equipment---A diverse range of different weapons, armor, and accessories, with which you can customize yourself and the appearance of your companions.

Multiple Alignment System---Each job can be taken on by a Tarnished, with points awarded when that job is mastered.
Enhanced Survival Features---With various enhancements from SEED, you can develop a guardian with high vitality and attack/defense stats.

Smart Strategy Maps---Seamlessly navigate the Lands Between with several overview maps, including a map showing the regions, levels, and maximum level of the next upcoming battles.
Different Battle Modes---The game offers a variety of different battles, with conditions such as team formation, time limits, and limited supplies to give you a unique challenge.

Tons of Equipment---A wide variety of weapons, gear, and armor are scattered through the world, making it easy to expand your friends with the same set of equipment.
Vast In-Game Item Acquirement Mechanism---Explore challenging spots to be rewarded with equippable items, then use those items on your companions.

Easy Interface Design---Extensive in-game messaging and a comprehensive undo/redo system to improve the ease of use.

The rental can be purchased between June 16 and 25, 20:00 (JST) every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, but only the number of days and working hours that are specified for that day. The rental can be redeemed on the 26th at 14:00 (JST) by completing the guide. All rentals will expire on the aforementioned days and at the aforementioned times and will be
deactivated after that time.
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-Vast World: Explore the vast world, a place with endless challenges, and join other people in building the path of glory. -Personal Level Each character has its own personal level (i.e. level of the fighting strength) that grows throughout the
adventure. -Play Style An action RPG game that enables fighting and non-fighting content. You can freely enjoy various aspects of action while fighting. You can control and play your character freely by the combination of a range of
weapons and skills. You can further enhance your character by taking advantage of other items. -Automatic Learning You can easily level up your character by only using the basic actions in the game, rather than taking a lot of time.
-Continual Awakening Throughout the adventure, you will find new dungeons and monsters that you can experience in quests. Additional items will be continuously added, meaning your character will constantly grow in power. -Note: “The
Materials within the Energy of Darkness cannot be Used for any Other Purpose.” ●The Fields Between the Worlds ■■Requirements: ■■Operating System ■■ OS: Windows 7 and up ■■( Latest OS ) ■■ CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU
3.20GHz or higher RAM: 16 GB or higher 【Advanced Details】 ■■Platform ■■ PS3® and PS4® ■■ 【System Requirements】 ■■ Game Details ■■Screen Height ■■ 1440P 【Memory Requirement】 ■■RAM ■■8 GB or higher 【Sound
Memory Requirement】 ■■Memory ■■ 8 GB or higher 【HDD Space Required】 ■■ ※The upper limits are optional. ※Game files could not be downloaded to the external media that has less than 16GB capacity 【Languages】 ■■※Features
■■English ■■ ※Language Maps could not be downloaded to the external media that has less than 16GB capacity ●Interface ■■Recommended Specifications ■■ OS: Windows 7 or above ■■ CPU: Intel Core i5 ■■ RAM: 8GB or higher
※Windows XP may be able to play the game provided the system meets the requirements. For more information on optimizing your computer
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What's new in Elden Ring:

A new fantasy action RPG where the power of lordship is born from the trials of the dungeons and the magic of the worlds. Welcome to the Lands Between!
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System Requirements:

Game Version: 1.0 Max. RAM: 2 GB Max. Storage: 12 GB OS: Windows 8 or higher 1 GHz Processor VGA at 1024x768 resolution SDD at 256 MB memory or higher Xbox Live Gold Membership Use the 30 Day Xbox Live Gold Trial when you
pre-order! We believe this game is especially appealing to all gamers out there. As you can see in the video, even more love and attention
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